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Architecture Retimed

In the context of a globalised practice of architecture, it is often asked how a project designed
abroad may relate to the place in which it is built. Parallel to this relevance to place, another question
concerns how architecture may be of its time, how it gains contemporaneity. During the jury
discussions for the Aga Khan Award, we thought about the ways in which projects in the Islamic
world are culturally specific, and of our time, in order to establish parameters for their evaluation. 

As we look for new means of operating within modernity and locality, we may refute polarised
categories – both the unquestioning modernist faith in technological progress and the rebound into
a representational contextualism. We may consider, too, how the idea of place could be extended 
to the notion of an inverse locality, for projects built for heterogeneous Muslim communities living
alongside other cultures in western cities. Having witnessed too many unsuccessful renditions of
vernacular quick-fixes – collage domes and arches on cultural centres and mosques – we need to ask:
In what ways can architectural projects respond positively and clearly to the more fluid post-colonial
geographies that Islamic localities are now a part of, either as host places or as integrated guest sites?
What is the nature of their affiliations to time and place? 

In some respects, the linkage of displacement with locality has proved a productive means of over -
coming the essentialising polarities of modern vs vernacular, western vs non-western, contemporary
vs historic architecture. On another level, there is still a need to identify innovative translations 
of these displacements. New matrices of technological progress, economy, relevance, familiarity
and desirability need to be found, which go beyond the oppositions of formal and typological plan,
two-dimensional facade and three-dimensional abstract form, local techniques and modern
technologies. To achieve this, architecture and its related disciplines have to explore the processes
that generate new discursive formations and practices. 

Crossed Disciplines
One set of discursive practices explores spaces, technologies and construction processes that

cross disciplinary boundaries. Individual projects of architecture now intersect more critically with
urbanism, landscape architecture, structural engineering and environmental design. Here, locality
lies within the discipline, and displacement is triggered by the shifts between geometries, technologies
and constructive logics. 

Two examples of such projects in the 10th award cycle are the rehabilitation of Nicosia and the
Samir Kassir Square in Beirut. In Nicosia, the adoption of a single masterplan by three generations
of politicians on both sides of the divided city has created shared strategies for the conservation of
cultural monuments, for an integrated infrastructure, and for the design of a new cohesive streetscape.
This is an important, hopeful project of architecture and urbanism, acting as a cultural force and
a catalyst for political change. 

In Beirut, Samir Kassir Square combines radically contemporary design thinking with the
preservation of two important old trees. It uses an embedded water tank and a deck to construct
an environmental artefact and a three-dimensional public space. Its architecture stands apart from
identifying typologies, activating contingent forces of topography and infrastructure to construct 
a new public space. Despite its small scale, the project creates a magnetic space that embodies 
a contradiction of contested localities. It is at once a public space for the community – a place for
political engagement – and a space of inner calm for the individual. 

Retimed Material Technologies
Another set of practices incorporate contemporary technologies into their structure and materials

while finding innovative intersections with local techniques. In contrast to modern technology’s
fast-paced changes, vernacular practices have slower, more accumulated formations, as well 
as varying degrees of tolerances. By translating traditional structural and material logics into
contemporary means of construction, these projects find new iterations of the original designs that
define retimed parameters for contemporaneity and local desirability. The use of new materials, 
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the reworking of traditional materials into new forms, and the combination of local materials with
new structures or new geometries all produce a range of iterative transformations. Moving beyond
the simple accommodation of local processes to frame new parameters for design, these projects
participate in forces of renovation; they retime and reterritorialise both modern and vernacular
materials and technologies. 

The Dutch Embassy in Addis Ababa is a strong example of such engagement between
contemporary architecture and the found landscape of another culture’s time and place. Its form
has a raw character – at once modern and archaic – shaped by local earth and local labour and 
by the use of handmade formwork for the concrete. The school in Rudrapur is an extraordinary
instance of a project that makes simple yet inventive use of locally available resources. Working only
with rammed straw-reinforced mud and bamboo, the project creates an elegant building which
applies professional precision to local techniques and physical labour. The school transforms the
lineaments and geometries of local space, finds new approximations for local materials, and generates
alternative economies for the production of a retimed modern plan.

Environmental Gauge
The environmental gauge offers another set of questions for the siting of projects. How do local
typologies, practices and resources measure against the development of modern materials and
methods of environmental control? Given more complex programmes and urban densities, it seems
that neither traditional nor modern techniques in themselves produce a wholly satisfactory
response. Tradition may ensure economy and locally appropriate design, but the new technologies
of mechanical services produce the desired continuous control. In innovative environmental design,
the crossing of the two drives the formation of spaces and material detailing. 

At the University of Technology Petronas the grouping of buildings under a continuous canopy
produces shaded open-air pedestrian routes around the campus. The careful choice of materials
for the external skin(s) and intricate detailing allow otherwise standard building types to achieve
flexibility in relation to changes in use. A close collaboration between the international and the
Malaysian architects ensured that the processes of fabrication and construction were integrated
into local practices.

In the residential tower at Moulmein Rise in Singapore, traditional monsoon windows and
perforated screens are realised in new configurations and materials. The effect is both aesthetic,
in the form of finely detailed private balconies, and practical, in that it improves natural ventilation
and so reduces the need for air-conditioning. The narrow depth of the plan and the imaginative
reappraisal of planning guidelines enable this commercial development to achieve a new design
language and economy.

Finally, each of the projects selected in this cycle was recognised to have readjusted absolute
notions of contemporaneity and locality. Rather than belonging to our time through their use of
new technologies or materials, or their affiliation to sites of dispersed and displaced localities, their
design methods and processes create a singular time and singular locations through a retimed
contemporaneity. In each, one detects a hopeful confidence along with the delicate vulnerabilities
and risks found in any new locality. In framing these paradoxes, the projects reflect our recognition
of the promise of architecture as a universal cultural force in a continual practice of retiming
modernity.

Homa Farjadi
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